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The Runaway Jess The Border Collie
“Hold on tight. This is a terrifying and terrific book.” –Fort Worth Star-Telegram Life has never been
easy for the three Campbell sisters. Jess, Courtney, and Dani live on a remote ranch in Western Canada
where they work hard and try to stay out of the way of their father's temper. One night, a fight gets
out of hand and the sisters are forced to go on the run, only to get caught in an even worse nightmare
when their truck breaks down in a small town. As events spiral out of control they find themselves in a
horrifying situation and are left with no choice but to change their names and create new lives.
Eighteen years later, they are still trying to forget what happened that summer. But when one of the
sisters goes missing, followed closely by her niece, they are pulled back into the past. And this time
there's nowhere left to run. With Those Girls Chevy Stevens presents her most visceral thriller yet: an
unforgettable portrait of desperation, loyalty, and evil. A story of survival...and revenge.
With thrilling chills and crackling suspense, The Dead Run is an edgy novel set in the netherworld of
the Mexican-American border from Adam Mansbach, the #1 New York Times bestselling author of Go the
F**ck to Sleep and Rage Is Back. On both sides of the border, girls are going missing and bodies are
beginning to surface. It’s a deadly epidemic of crime that plunges a small-town police chief into a
monster of an investigation he's not equipped to handle. An ancient evil has returned, and now
everyone—the innocent and the guilty—must face their deepest terrors. With The Dead Run Adam Mansbach
delivers an eerie high-concept thriller, mixing horror, the supernatural, and suspense in a chilling,
high-octane read.
Hilda’s Secret By: Judith Dring In the aftermath of World War II, eighty-five thousand “displaced”
people were in refugee camps scattered all over Europe. Many sought to start a new life away from the
tragedy of destruction and loss. Countries like Canada and Australia offered the promise of a “new
start” and a chance to start life over. This is a story of a Latvian girl who found love in the
isolation of the West Australian Wheatbelt. However, no one really escapes the past and when a life is
lost, an inquisitive Australian lass is reluctantly recruited to solve the mystery. The Australian
girl, Sally, has herself recently returned to her homeland after a failed love affair in Africa. With
dogged determination to find the truth, Sally is met with many challenges along the way. She falls in
love with a wealthy landholder who is a suspect in the mysterious death. Her impetuous nature is
moderated by the sensible love of her sister Irma and the loving spirit of Hilda.
When Chloe's big brother Will breaks his leg, he's stuck in hospital for weeks. Mum and Dad are
frantic, and there's no one to look after Will's Border Collie puppy, Jess. Jess is miserable and
lonely, and so is Chloe. But Chloe doesn't really like dogs, and Jess only wants Will. Can the two of
them ever be friends?
Sideways
Texas
The Saturday Evening Post
Running Out of Time
How I Fall

Set against the elegant backdrop of Geneva, Switzerland. Worlds collide when an illegal immigrant finds herself working for a
wealthy American financier. Escaping a scandal that threatens to land her in prison... Vera Sava flees to a new country in the hope of
reinventing herself. When her plans to pursue a career in medicine are derailed, she finds employment as a housekeeper, in the one
place that will offer her a job without legal documents Crippled spiritually and physically, he's almost relieved when he discovers that
someone is trying to kill him... Sebastian Horn may be the heir to a legendary banking fortune, and currently the most eligible
bachelor in the western hemisphere, but that doesn't mean he isn't wrestling with his own demons. After having lost his beautiful,
young wife in a terrible car accident, he's pretty much decided that life is best lived under the comforting influence of booze and pills.
Danny, a rising rodeo star whose border collie, Banjo, has been wounded by neighbors, and Meg, who has a way with animals, come
together to keep Banjo safe, aided by Danny's brother.
After the 9/11 terrorist attacks, Congress & the Dept. of State initiated changes to the visa process to increase security, but these
changes also increased the amount of time needed to adjudicate a visa. Although maintaining security is of paramount importance,
State has acknowledged that long waits for visas may discourage legitimate travel to the U.S., potentially costing the country billions
of dollars over time, & adversely influencing foreign citizens¿ opinions of our nation. A number of consular posts had long visa
interview wait times. This report examines: (1) State¿s data on visa interview wait times; (2) actions State has taken to address wait
times; & (3) State¿s strategy for dealing with projected growth in visa demand. Charts & tables.
Celebrate the thirtieth anniversary of the Newbery Honor–winning survival novel Hatchet with a pocket-sized edition perfect for
travelers to take along on their own adventures. This special anniversary edition includes a new introduction and commentary by
author Gary Paulsen, pen-and-ink illustrations by Drew Willis, and a water resistant cover. Hatchet has also been nominated as one of
America’s best-loved novels by PBS’s The Great American Read. Thirteen-year-old Brian Robeson, haunted by his secret
knowledge of his mother’s infidelity, is traveling by single-engine plane to visit his father for the first time since the divorce. When
the plane crashes, killing the pilot, the sole survivor is Brian. He is alone in the Canadian wilderness with nothing but his clothing, a
tattered windbreaker, and the hatchet his mother had given him as a present. At first consumed by despair and self-pity, Brian slowly
learns survival skills—how to make a shelter for himself, how to hunt and fish and forage for food, how to make a fire—and even finds
the courage to start over from scratch when a tornado ravages his campsite. When Brian is finally rescued after fifty-four days in the
wild, he emerges from his ordeal with new patience and maturity, and a greater understanding of himself and his parents.
The Italian Count's Defiant Bride
Book 1 in the How I Fall Series
Those Girls
A Novel
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The Dead Run
Now a TV series... Jess the Border Collie puppy owes his life to his owner Jenny Miles, and he'd do anything for her. They're
the best of friends, and together, they're ready for all sorts of adventures!
After receiving a kidney transplant, twenty-eight-year-old Leigh Fielding, feeling like a new person and discovering
surprising new interests in life, embarks on a cross-country road trip to find the family of her organ donor, along the way
picking up Denise, a teenage hitchhiker with a few secrets of her own. A first novel. Original. 30,000 first printing.
"This book will deploy a wide range of material culture objects, artwork, and landscapes to the tell the story of the
American Civil War. The objects will document the war's history from its beginnings in the fierce debates over slavery
through its legacy, including recent debates about Confederate monuments"-This timely book recounts the story of British Columbia's rapid rise from relative obscurity in the film world to its current
status as "Hollywood North." Mike Gasher positions the industry as a model for commercial film production in the twentyfirst century -- one strongly shaped by a perception of cinema as a medium, not of culture, but of regional industrial
development. Addressing the specific economic and geographic factors that contribute to the province's success, such as
the low Canadian dollar and BC's proximity to Los Angeles, Gasher also considers the broader implications of the
increasingly widespread trend towards location service production on national cinema and cultural production.
Beyond the Sunrise
The Runaway
Chemical Technology
A Love Affair with Turkey, Land of Dervishes, Goddesses, and Saints
Banjo
In this blockbuster fantasy series, perfect for fans of Firekeeper’s Daughter and Iron Widow, fate binds two Black teenagers together as they
journey into a magical jungle to hunt down a vicious monster. “Rich in magic and mythos, Beasts of Prey is a feast for all the senses.” —Renée
Ahdieh, New York Times bestselling author of The Beautiful An Instant New York Times and Indie Bestseller There’s no such thing as magic in
the broken city of Lkossa, especially for sixteen-year-old Koffi, who indentured to the notorious Night Zoo, knows the fearsome creatures in her
care and paying off her family's debts to secure their eventual freedom can be her only focus. But the night those she loves are gravely threatened
by the Zoo’s cruel master, Koffi unleashes a power she doesn’t fully understand, upending her life completely. As the second son of a decorated
hero, Ekon is all but destined to become a Son of the Six—an elite warrior—and uphold a family legacy. But on the night of his final rite of
passage, Ekon encounters not only the Shetani—a vicious monster that has plagued the city for nearly a century and stalks his nightmares—but
Koffi who seems to have the power to ward off the beast. Koffi’s power ultimately saves Ekon, but his choice to let her flee dooms his hopes of
becoming a warrior. Desperate to redeem himself, Ekon vows to hunt the Shetani and end its reign of terror, but he can’t do it alone. Koffi and
Ekon form a tentative alliance and together enter the Greater Jungle, a world steeped in wild, frightening magic and untold dangers. The hunt
begins. But it quickly becomes unclear whether they are the hunters or the hunted. “The hunt for your next YA fantasy book trilogy obsession has
ended.” —Entertainment Weekly
One of the genre's most popular authors--and winner of both the Waldenbook and B. Dalton Awards for Bestselling Regencies--presents an
adventurous tale of young love set in 18th-century England, France, and Portugal. Lovers Jeanne and Robert are cast into a sea of intrigue and a
storm of violence and hatred, as England and France fight a ruthless war.
DIVThe portrait of a formidable woman who defies the limitations set on women of her time and social station to become an international opera
star. /div
The #1 New York Times bestselling memoir of U.S. Navy Seal Chris Kyle, and the source for Clint Eastwood’s blockbuster, Academy-Award
nominated movie. “An amazingly detailed account of fighting in Iraq--a humanizing, brave story that’s extremely readable.” — PATRICIA
CORNWELL, New York Times Book Review "Jaw-dropping...Undeniably riveting." —RICHARD ROEPER, Chicago Sun-Times From 1999 to
2009, U.S. Navy SEAL Chris Kyle recorded the most career sniper kills in United States military history. His fellow American warriors, whom he
protected with deadly precision from rooftops and stealth positions during the Iraq War, called him “The Legend”; meanwhile, the enemy feared
him so much they named him al-Shaitan (“the devil”) and placed a bounty on his head. Kyle, who was tragically killed in 2013, writes honestly
about the pain of war—including the deaths of two close SEAL teammates—and in moving first-person passages throughout, his wife, Taya,
speaks openly about the strains of war on their family, as well as on Chris. Gripping and unforgettable, Kyle’s masterful account of his
extraordinary battlefield experiences ranks as one of the great war memoirs of all time.
Hollywood North
Jess the Lonely Puppy
The Feature Film Industry in British Columbia
The Southland
The Song of the Lark

Winner of the Ray Allen Billington Prize and the Phillis Wheatley Book Award "An American 'Odyssey,' the larger-thanlife story of a man who travels far in the wake of war and gets by on his adaptability and gift for gab." —Wall Street
Journal A black child born on the US-Mexico border in the twilight of slavery, William Ellis inhabited a world divided
along ambiguous racial lines. Adopting the name Guillermo Eliseo, he passed as Mexican, transcending racial lines to
become fabulously wealthy as a Wall Street banker, diplomat, and owner of scores of mines and haciendas south of the
border. In The Strange Career of William Ellis, prize-winning historian Karl Jacoby weaves an astonishing tale of cunning
and scandal, offering fresh insights on the history of the Reconstruction era, the US-Mexico border, and the abiding
riddle of race in America.
Now a TV series...Jess the Border Collie puppy owes his life to his owner Jenny Miles, and he'd do anything for her.
They're the best of friends, and together, they're ready for all sorts of adventures! Jenny Miles lives with her family on a
farm in the Scottish Border. Money is always tight, running a sheep farm. Even a new puppy has to earn its keep. But
when Nell the sheepdog gives birth to a tiny puppy with a twisted leg, Jenny begs to keep him. Because there's
something special about Jess...
Jody McGrath and her family are sailing around the world researching dolphins, and Jody records all their exciting
adventures in her Dolphin Diaries. In the series' second book, The Dolphin Dreamer is at bay in Key West, Florida,
visiting a very special dolphin center -- with "dolphin teachers." Jody loves watching the dolphins at work, but then one
of them gets caught in netting. Jody frees the dolphin, and it swims away. When Jody and the crew begin to give up hope
of ever seeing the dolphin again, it joyfully returns to the the dolphin center.
It started out as a simple quest; all she wanted was to find her mother. But as seventeen year old Reilly Hayes gets closer
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to her destination, this quest becomes a mission. Soon, the mission becomes more than a search for her mother. Now,
as Reilly advances on her goal, her mission is not just to find her mother, but to survive. A riveting and suspenseful
novel, Reilly and her friends fight to survive. Along the way, the past begins to unfold, which leads ultimately to the truth.
A heart-pounding and page-turning novel, the author keeps you guessing. A quest to find her mother leads us through a
journey to the past, the truth, and the heart. One missionone destination. Could their destination be final?
The British National Bibliography
Flight of the Tiger Moth
Ellie the Homesick Puppy
Hilda's Secret
The Great Theft
Count Francesco da Luca doesn't like being made a fool of. When his bride fled the marriage bed, he vowed she'd pay the
debt she owed him—their wedding night! But Alicia Cross is no longer the trembling, naive innocent he married—and she
won't be pushed around by the masterful count. His runaway bride is proving to be more of a challenge than he
anticipated—until he discovers she's still a virgin. The wedding night Francesco wanted is his for the taking!
A historical examination of tension and conflict on the Texas-Mexico border, told from the Mexican perspective, that's
especially relevant today.
Cam Campbell, a football player, has a crush on Ellen Foster, the photography girl. In their high school photography class,
Cam and Ellen are assigned to work on a project with Laura, an Irish girl, and Patrick. This causes the dynamics of the
group to be strained. Ellen has cerebal palsy and is always prone to falling. Soon she is hurt in a fall, breaking both of her
legs, and the two boys who were involved, one of them Cam, are to blame.
A fully updated edition of a popular textbook covering the four disciplines of chemical technology?featuring new
developments in the field Clear and thorough throughout, this textbook covers the major sub-disciplines of modern
chemical technology?chemistry, thermal and mechanical unit operations, chemical reaction engineering, and general
chemical technology?alongside raw materials, energy sources and detailed descriptions of 24 important industrial
processes and products. It brings information on energy and raw material consumption and production data of chemicals
up to date and offers not just improved and extended chapters, but completely new ones as well. This new edition of
Chemical Technology: From Principles to Products features a new chapter illustrating the global economic map and its
development from the 15th century until today, and another on energy consumption in human history. Chemical key
technologies for a future sustainable energy system such as power-to-X and hydrogen storage are now also examined.
Chapters on inorganic products, material reserves, and water consumption and resources have been extended, while
another presents environmental aspects of plastic pollution and handling of plastic waste. The book also adds four
important processes to its pages: production of titanium dioxide, silicon, production and chemical recycling of
polytetrafluoroethylene, and fermentative synthesis of amino acids. -Provides comprehensive coverage of chemical
technology?from the fundamentals to 24 of the most important processes -Intertwines the four disciplines of chemical
technology: chemistry, thermal and mechanical unit operations, chemical reaction engineering and general chemical
technology -Fully updated with new content on: power-to-X and hydrogen storage; inorganic products, including metals,
glass, and ceramics; water consumption and pollution; and additional industrial processes -Written by authors with
extensive experience in teaching the topic and helping students understand the complex concepts Chemical Technology:
From Principles to Products, Second Edition is an ideal textbook for advanced students of chemical technology and will
appeal to anyone in chemical engineering.
Hatchet
A Million Different Ways
Sleeping in Eden
The Story of Archer Alexander from Slavery to Freedom, March 30, 1863
Border Security

Jessie lives with her family in the frontier village of Clifton, Indiana, in 1840...or so she believes. When diphtheria
strikes the village and the children of Clifton start dying, Jessie's mother reveals a shocking secret -- it's actually 1996,
and they are living in a reconstructed village that serves as a tourist site. In the world outside, medicine exists that can
cure the dread disease, and Jessie's mother is sending her on a dangerous mission to bring back help. But beyond the
walls of Clifton, Jessie discovers a world even more alien and threatening than she could have imagined, and soon she
finds her own life in jeopardy. Can she get help before the children of Clifton, and Jessie herself, run out of time?
Attorney David Adams is the last hope for an adolescent runaway being targeted by an assassin and sought by the FBI
in a breath-catching novel by the Amazon Charts bestselling author of An Unequal Defense. Having abandoned
corporate law, David Adams is now the voice of justice for the city of Austin's vulnerable outcasts. His new client is
Parker Barnes, a trembling twelve-year-old runaway and foster-care poster boy arrested for petty theft. Dealt a rough
hand in life, he reminds David of his own childhood. This should be a simple, if heartbreakingly familiar, case. Until the
FBI muscles in. Parker is also a suspect in the murder of a federal witness. No matter how desperate Parker's denial,
David fears there's so much more to the kid's hard-luck story than he's letting on. Especially when a hit man sends the
boy running to the only safe place he knows: the streets. With both the feds and a killer on Parker's trail, the hunt is on.
Teaming up with a pro bono investigator and utilizing his reliable band of street-savvy friends, David must find Parker
first if he's to save the boy from an undeserved fate. And maybe even save himself.
She knew what he wrote . . . One little word that made her feel both cheated and beloved. One word that changed
everything. MINE. On a chilly morning in the Northwest Iowa town of Blackhawk, Dr. Lucas Hudson is filling in for the
vacationing coroner on a seemingly open-and-shut suicide case. His own life is crumbling around him, but when he
unearths the body of a woman buried in the barn floor beneath the hanging corpse, he realizes this terrible discovery
could change everything. . . . Years before Lucas ever set foot in Blackhawk, Meg Painter met Dylan Reid. It was the
summer before high school and the two quickly became inseparable. Although Meg s older neighbor, Jess, was the
safe choice, she couldn t let go of Dylan no matter how hard she tried. Caught in a web of jealousy and deceit that
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spiraled out of control, Meg s choices in the past ultimately collide with Lucas s discovery in the present, weaving
together a taut story of unspoken secrets and the raw, complex passions of innocence lost.
When death threatens a pilot at the nearby air training base, seventeen-year-old Jack must use a secretly-acquired skill
to save a life and affirm his own identity to his over protective mother.
The Promise
Exploring the American Civil War Through 50 Historic Treasures
The Worst Best Man
The Glass Castle
A Memoir
Journalist Walls grew up with parents whose ideals and stubborn nonconformity were their curse and their salvation. Rex and Rose Mary and
their four children lived like nomads, moving among Southwest desert towns, camping in the mountains. Rex was a charismatic, brilliant man
who, when sober, captured his children's imagination, teaching them how to embrace life fearlessly. Rose Mary painted and wrote and couldn't
stand the responsibility of providing for her family. When the money ran out, the Walls retreated to the dismal West Virginia mining town Rex
had tried to escape. As the dysfunction escalated, the children had to fend for themselves, supporting one another as they found the resources
and will to leave home. Yet Walls describes her parents with deep affection in this tale of unconditional love in a family that, despite its
profound flaws, gave her the fiery determination to carve out a successful life. -- From publisher description.
USA TODAY BESTSELLER! "A romantic comedy that's fun and flirty, young and fresh." – PopSugar Named one of the Best Romances of
2020 by EW, Cosmo, OprahMag, Buzzfeed, Insider, and NPR! Mia Sosa delivers a sassy, steamy #ownvoices enemies-to-lovers novel, perfect
for fans of Jasmine Guillory, Helen Hoang, and Sally Thorne! A wedding planner left at the altar? Yeah, the irony isn’t lost on Carolina Santos,
either. But despite that embarrassing blip from her past, Lina’s offered an opportunity that could change her life. There’s just one hitch… she has
to collaborate with the best (make that worst) man from her own failed nuptials. Marketing expert Max Hartley is determined to make his mark
with a coveted hotel client looking to expand its brand. Then he learns he’ll be working with his brother’s whip-smart, stunning—absolutely offlimits—ex-fiancée. And she loathes him. If they can nail their presentation without killing each other, they’ll both come out ahead. Except Max
has been public enemy number one ever since he encouraged his brother to jilt the bride, and Lina’s ready to dish out a little payback of her
own. Soon Lina and Max discover animosity may not be the only emotion creating sparks between them. Still, this star-crossed couple can
never be more than temporary playmates because Lina isn’t interested in falling in love and Max refuses to play runner-up to his brother ever
again... "The Worst Best Man is rom-com perfection. . . Sosa has a gift with words that’s infectious and wry, one that keeps the pages turning in
delight." — Entertainment Weekly
Sideways is the story of two friends-Miles and Jack-going away together for the last time to steep themselves in everything that makes it good
to be young and single: pinot, putting, and prowling bars. In the week before Jack plans to marry, the pair heads out from Los Angeles to the
Santa Ynez wine country. For Jack, the tasting tour is Seven Days to D-Day, his final stretch of freedom. For Miles--who has divorced his wife,
is facing an uncertain career and has lost his passion for living-the trip is a weeklong opportunity to evaluate his past, his future and himself. A
raucous and surprising novel filled with wonderful details about wine, Sideways is also a thought-provoking and funny book about men,
women, and human relationships.
The Runaway
The Arrival
The Strange Career of William Ellis: The Texas Slave Who Became a Mexican Millionaire
Long-term Strategy Needed to Keep Pace with Increasing Demand for Visas
Beasts of Prey
Anatolian Days and Nights

For children.
THE SOUTHLAND tells the story of three unauthorized Mexican immigrants living in Los Angeles: Luz works multiple
jobs to provide for herself and her teenage son Eliseo. Nadia, a former journalist with PTSD, fled Mexico and tries to stay
hidden from the dangerous men that she exposed in Sinaloa. Ostelinda works as a laborer in a garment factory, having
been deceived by coyotes and imprisoned in the same building since her arrival. Their lives intersect through terrifying
circumstance that clarify and contrast the horrors of existence. When Eliseo goes missing, Luz is lost. She doesn’t trust
the authorities to help. One wrong move could get her deported. Luz has no option but to investigate her son’s
disappearance on her own. Engaging Nadia and her roommate, they navigate an increasingly hostile American
environment in an effort to reunite Luz’s small family. When Luz and Nadia uncover a link to the people that run the
garment factory, the two women become determined to save more than just Luz’s son. THE SOUTHLAND is a crime
story, but more than that, it’s a story of America and the dangers that migrants face when being forced to live in the
shadows.
From Principles to Products
Runaway Justice
Explorer's Scotland
Touching the Waves
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